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	Human Geoscience (Advances in Geological Science), 9789813292239 (9813292237), Springer, 2019

	
		This book is a product of the joint efforts of interdisciplinary academic fields under the integrative framework of human geoscience. Human geoscience is a new genre of geoscience concerned with the natural phenomena that occur on the surface of the Earth and their relations with human activities. It therefore has connections with many fields of geoscience, namely, physical geography, geomorphology, geology, soil science, sedimentology, seismology, volcanology, meteorology, climatology, oceanography, and hydrology. It also has strong links to the humanities, social sciences, agricultural sciences, and engineering related to disaster prevention or mitigation. All these disciplines are important fields for understanding disasters and global environmental problems and for evaluating the associated risks comprehensively, then proposing mitigation strategies.
	The volume is designed for those who may not necessarily have a geoscience background but have broad scientific interest in understanding the causes, mechanisms, and consequences of geo-disasters and global environmental problems and wish to make the world more sustainable on that basis. The book consists of six parts: I. Introduction, II. Earth Surface Realms, III. Natural Resources and Society, IV. Natural Hazards and Society, V. Global Environmental Problems, and VI. Global Sustainability Programmes and Human Geoscience, which discusses the contribution of this field of science to a new comprehensive framework for global sustainability.
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Practical JIRA PluginsO'Reilly, 2011

	This book is about plugins for JIRA, the popular issue tracker from Atlassian. An issue
	tracker lets people collaborate better when there are things to be done. You can use an
	issue tracker for everything from tracking bugs in software, to customer support requests,
	and beyond. Plugins extend what JIRA can do and can be developed...


		

Cassandra High Performance CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	Apache Cassandra is a fault-tolerant, distributed data store which offers linear scalability allowing it to be a storage platform for large high volume websites.


	This book provides detailed recipes that describe how to use the features of Cassandra and improve its performance. Recipes cover topics ranging from setting up Cassandra...


		

Get Seen: Online Video Secrets to Building Your Business (New Rules Social Media Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The era of online video has arrived—now make it work for your business


	In the last year, the world of online video exploded. Hollywood got into the game, professional actors and writers joined in, and independent producers looked to find their niche. Now, companies are wide awake to the opportunities for product and...





	

Web Comics for TeensCourse Technology PTR, 2008
Are you always doodling heroes and villains for your own comic adventures? Have you ever imagined creating your own comic book for others to read? With "Web Comics for Teens", you can! "Web Comics for Teens" introduces you to the skills, tools, and programs you need to create your own web comics, comics, and cartoons published...

		

Sucessful Presentation Skills (3rd edition)Kogan Page, 2006

	A good presentation involves effective communication and essential for business success. From training new employees to building rapport with potential clients, the ability to deliver information is a required skill. This guide addresses the common problems people face - overcoming nerves, handling visual aids, and shaping the presentation...

		

Database Concepts (6th Edition)Pearson Education, 2012

	Colin Johnson is a production supervisor for a small manufacturer in Seattle. Several years

	ago, Colin wanted to build a database to keep track of components in product packages. At

	the time, he was using a spreadsheet to perform this task, but he could not get the reports

	he needed from the spreadsheet. Colin had heard about...
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